Removal of high concentration p-nitrophenol in aqueous solution by zero valent iron with ultrasonic irradiation (US-ZVI).
In this study, the US-ZVI system was used to produce the strong reductants including H and nascent Fe(2+) ions to eliminate the toxicity of the high concentration p-nitrophenol (PNP) wastewater. The effect of the reactor structure, initial pH, ZVI dosage, ultrasonic power and initial PNP concentration on the removal efficiency of PNP from water was investigated intensively. The results show that a higher removal rate can be obtained by using a conical structure reactor, and the lower initial pH can aid the acceleration of PNP removal rate by using US-ZVI system. Furthermore, the removal efficiencies of PNP increased obviously with the increase of initial ZVI concentration from 0 to 15 gL(-1). Also, the treatment capacity of ZVI was enhanced remarkably by the ultrasonic irradiation, and the US-ZVI system can maintain high treatment efficiency for the high concentration PNP wastewater (500-10,000 mgL(-1)). Meanwhile, the high removal efficiency of PNP was mainly resulted from the synergistic reaction of ZVI and US. At last, the main degradation product (i.e., p-aminophenol) was detected by gas chromatography-mass spectrum (GC-MS). Thus, the reaction pathway of PNP in the US-ZVI system is proposed as a reducing process by the H and nascent Fe(2+) ions.